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THE  KING  STAG
FALL'15   mainstageRecap

excerpt  from 
the  director's  notes

      saw the acclaimed Andrei Serban-Julie Taymor 
production of The King Stag when it went on tour in the 
mid 1980s. It was a delight, and Julie Taymor’s designs 
were dif�icult to forget. I teach the play as part of one of 
our “Theatre and Society” courses, and I always won-
dered whether we could produce it here. We think it’s 
important to include pre-modern plays on our 
theatrical menu, as theatre often advances by 
reconsidering its past. We want students to approach 
our theatrical heritage with both appreciation and 
ciritcal thought. This year turned out to be a good one 
to revisit Gozzi’s irresistable combination of 
commedia dell’arte and fairy tale. I’ve been blessed with 
a terri�ic cast, and I hope you enjoy the results.stephen weeks

❜❜
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a behind-the-scenes  interview  

with    TREvor  sargent '16

❜❜

❜❜ I  just  got  very  
interested  in  sort  of  

orchestrating 
 physical  

manipulations  of  
space.

What got you started in technical 
theatre?

I went to see several of the shows that 
my dad was performing in when I was 
really little and was fascinated. I would 
sit around in rehearsal while he was 
working and watch them change the 
sets. Then he got me a backstage tour 
one time and they showed me how 
they operated the �ly lines and how 
they had backstage cues for everything, 
and I got really excited by that. And 
then I started building my own little 
sets at home and operating them, and I 
would spike the furniture in our living 
room and set it up in different ways. I 
just got very interested in sort of 
orchestrating physical manipulations 
of space. And that sort of led me to be 
interested in technical theatre as a 
broader topic. Just the mechanizing of 
space.

I love that. What all have you done at 
Fir Acres? Do you have a highlight 
from here?

Oh, it’s a whole laundry list of stuff. I 
started as a lighting board op[erator] 
for the mainstage my freshmen year 
and then that got me interested in 
lighting design. That was sort the track 
that I went to �irst. I started lighting for 
the One Act Festival and was at the 
same time doing some prop work and 
assistant scenic design for Michael. 
Then my junior year I did projection 
design for both maintages and also 
some of the lighting and set design for 
some of the thesis projects. And then 
this year has been my capstone for 
Love and Information. So a little bit of 
everything. But de�initely a highlight 
was getting to work with Quill on Exit 
The King last spring, and getting to 
really own the designer title on the 
mainstage for the �irst time in a sort of 
newer area [projection design] for 
Lewis and Clark. And getting to spear-
head that as a student was really cool. 

So, what about your capstone?

It started really when I went to Michael 
almost two years ago now. At the end 
of my sophomore year he was like, 
“What, in your dream land, would your 
capstone be?” And I said, “Well, I’d 
really like to design for the mainstage.” 
And he said, “Would you like to do 
scenic design or lighting design?” And I 
said, “Well, what if I did both?” Because 
they’re both topics that I’m interested 
in and I’m interested also speci�ically in 
the combination of them. 

With one person doing both things, 
what are the opportunities that arise 
that don’t arise when you have two 
different people doing it? What envi-
ronments can you create when you 
have the same mind working on two 
different design aspects? And of 
course, what are the extra challenges 
involved? So he said, “Alright, if that’s 
what you want to do, here are some 
things you need to do �irst.” It’s a lot, 
but so far it’s been nothing but exciting.

Do you want to talk at all about what 
you’re doing, or is that better left a 
surprise?

I don’t know if it’s better left a surprise, 
but I’m not sure it will really make 
sense on paper. We’re doing something 
super unconventional in our space. 
That was one of Quill’s main challenges 
to me is, how can we use our main-
stage space in a way that’s unexpected? 

And so, because of some technical 
aspects and some storytelling aspects 
we've decided to do an almost 
inside-out audience con�iguration for 
this show, and I’m excited to see how 
that actually pans out. 

Was that your concept initially?

It was arrived at after a long chain of 
audience experience goals and prob-
lem-solving. So we’d say, we want to do 
this with the story, we want the audi-
ence to have this experience and then 
we’d say, how can we set it up physical-
ly in such a way to encourage that, to 
design that experience? And then we 
decided to just make it all the stage. 

At some point either you or Quill 
described it as museum-like?

Yeah, that was something that he sort 
of came up with as how he wanted to 
approach these small scenes. He really 
felt like they were little dioramas and 
less like scenes in a play. He really 
wanted the audience to encounter 
them in the same way they would 
encounter a diorama of deer eating a 
smaller vegetable—I don’t know what 
deer eat—in the natural history 
museum. You know, you walk up and 
you see the little frozen scene of 
nature, and that’s how he wanted those 
little stories to be encountered. It’s a 
big factor in how we’re seating the 
audience, it’s a big factor in the lighting 
design choices that I made, it’s a big 
factor in the physical space that the 
stories are being played in. So all of 
that, that was a very important key 
word. 

I’m so excited to see how it turns out. 
So, you’re almost a graduate!

Yeah!



Do you have any postgraduate plans?

My current plan at its loosest point is 
to stay in Portland and pursue work in 
the theatre community. I do have some 
connections there, but at the same time 
the people in this department some-
times forget that I am a double major. 
Laughs. Computer Science is my other 
major, so you know, I’m totally open to 
the possibility that I will be taking a job 
in the tech �ield and maybe pursuing 
theatre not as an afterthought, but an 
“after work”.

Tech vs. Tech.

Tech vs. tech, yeah. So yeah, I’m really 
trying to, as I focus so much on this 
capstone, to remember that I have two 
very fully rich options for me after 
graduation. I really don’t know which 
road I’ll be taking... If I were to say 
what �ive year old me would have 
wanted, of course I’d want to be a 
designer in Portland, of course I want 
to do that. But I’m also newly excited 
about computer science and tech.

Well, there must be some overlap.

Right, that’s what I’ve been saying this 
whole time, they’re not totally dispa-
rate �ields! Like, am I going to invent 
the newest kind of light board? There’s 
got be something, is there something in 
projection design that needs tweaking? 
But, you know, KeyLab’s got us on 
lockdown. I feel like at least the mind-
sets are complementary. At the very 
least, they will complement and ful�ill 
each other, even if it means I’m doing 
one at night and one during the day. 
Who knows?

I was just thinking, this show is kind 
of perfect for you?

Oh, no, totally. I was involved in choos-
ing the script, it was completely unre-
lated to my being artistically involved, I 
also happen to sit on the Student Script 
Advisory Committee.

I was in the meeting and we were 
talking about the different plays, and I 
was really interested in Love and 
Information as a text and trying to 
forget I would be designing, but Quill 
really encouraged me to remember and 
say, well, which of these is interesting 
to you from a design point of view? 
And I said, yeah, this totally makes 
sense. I didn't necessarily connect it to 
my other major, really, because the 
emphasis on technology really came on 
a deeper read. The other two shows... 
would have been a more straightfor-
ward design process, and I was trying 
to take the opportunity to experiment, 
to do something that I wouldn’t just 
know how to do. I’ve had a year to play 
with the department’s resources and 
I’ve been able to try things that I’d 
never be able to try for at least twenty 
years, even if I’m working professional-
ly right out the gate. I have an incredi-
ble community and bucket of resources 
in this building. They were offering 
their hand to me and I was just like, 
okay, yes, I’ll take this challenge and do 
something dumb!

A generic sort of question that 
allows for some nice answers: 
What’s your favorite thing about 
theatre?

Oh my god, my favorite thing about 
theatre is... I’m going to answer this in 
two parts. My favorite thing that 
happens to me in theatre is when I 
watch a play and the technical aspects 
fade out of my jaded technical designer 
mind, so I stop thinking about what 
they’re doing and I start letting it 
actually in�luence my experience of the 
story. So when that magic happens 
where I’m not thinking about the tech 
anymore, when I’m actually watching 
the play, then I know that the designers 
did their job well and the whole thing 
hangs together really well. So when 
that happens, it’s so exciting, I sort of 
snap out of it and immediately try to 
observe what’s going on so I can try to 
do that also.

And then my other favorite thing is 
when I’m part of a process and we’ve 
just spent seven nights in a row up 
until two in the morning—�ixing 
everything, getting everything down— 
and then we do it one last time before 
an audience comes in and it’s just the 
elated feeling of, “we actually have a 
thing here, and it’s going to happen.” 
Like that split second of rehearsing the 
curtain call on the night of �inal dress is 
like, “Oh. We have a thing. It’s great. I’m 
really proud and I can’t wait to show it 
to everyone.” That moment is the 
magic moment that keeps me coming 
into tech at eight in the morning. 

I’m just curious, in tech there’s 
always this one student who’s head-
ing everything, even from when they 
were freshmen. Like, it sort of seems 
they’re the “golden child” of tech. I 
don’t know, it was very much that way 
at my high school—

Yeah, same. I was that kid in high 
school.

Yeah, obviously. And there’s similar 
stuff here.

I think that golden child thing you 
mentioned really comes from someone 
who just can’t ever… 

Let something go?

Well, either a) let something go, or b) 
let anything be less than perfect, or c) 
can’t ever stop wanting to experiment 
more. Like, there are things in your 
mind you can see and you want to try 
to make real, and the more opportuni-
ties you can possibly grab to practice 
making the ghost �loat across the stage 
or whatever you want to have happen 
happen, the more people will start to 
say, oh, you’re someone who can do 
things. You just have to �ind opportuni-
ties for you to practice and show 
people what you can do with your 
hands and mind. And then people start 
to gather around you and push you 
forward and let you design the main-
stage for some reason!
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senior
thesis
festival



performances  april 20-23

KUSHI BEAUCHAMP is working with a 
small ensemble of women to devise an 
original work that focuses on individu-
al relationships to land throughout 
history, focusing on the fabled as well 
as the political history of Point Reyes, 
California. They are turning to Native 
American stories and their own per-
sonal experiences for inspiration and 
research. They will be using expres-
sive movement, music, and a fair bit of 
silliness to ask the question, "Can 
audience participation not suck?"

Anashkusha   Beauchamp // Tidal

Emily   Osborn // Lynn

 Hannah   Edelson   and   Mac   Kimmerle // Miss St’s  Hieroglyphic   Suffering

Marlon   JiMEnez   Oviedo // Being   the   Touristed, Part 1:   The   Unspoken

Tyne   Zewadski   Clifton // How   I   Live    Now

Raymond   Fenton   and   Emilia   Soracco // The Maids

Trevor   Sargent // Adventures   Inside the   Box

Joseph   Williams // Bringing   a   Design   to   Life

Sophia   Swenson // What   We   Do

‘



by caryl 
churchill



&love
information

With Love and Information, Caryl Churchill asks us to consider wheth-
er the idea of information can adequately represent our experience of 
being in the world. As our connections to one another are increasingly 
mediated by technology, are there elements of our lives that cannot be 
reduced to information—in particular our capacity to love and be 
loved? Employing her trademark formal inventiveness, Churchill 
considers these ideas from dozens of perspectives, creating the theat-
rical equivalent of the barrage of status updates, shares, and noti�ica-
tions that have come to characterize daily life in an “information 
economy.” Perhaps Churchill also implicitly asks us to consider what it 
means to make live theater in a culture that is de�ined by digital 
consumption. In our production, we are hoping to both recognize the 
traditional communitarian rhetoric that often surrounds theatrical 
practice and at the same time call it into question. In a formally 
disjointed play like this, what do we share with one another? Or is our 
experience, even of something that we all do together, radically partic-
ular to each one of us? 

excerpt  from 
the  director's  notes

Quill Camp

❜❜

performances  march 4-12



guest  artist  residency
This two-week program invites a Guest Artist with signi�icant standing in our 
�ield to come to campus to work with students on a new work of theatre. The 
Residency is composed of two phases, a workshop phase where 10-15 students 
will work closely with an artist to develop new work, and a presentation phase 
that will include a workshop showing of the new work, panel discussions, and a 
Master Class offered to the wider Lewis & Clark Community.

This past January, the Department of Theatre was proud to host the-
atre artist Aaron Landsman in our inaugural Guest Artist Residency 
Program. 

Aaron worked with students to develop his newest work, Perfect City. 
Perfect City is about the way cities like New York, London, San Paolo 
and Portland, harness seemingly progressive values to create citadels 
for the rich. Comprised of workshops on ethnographic storytelling for 
residents of the Lower East Side, a performance created with young 
people in low-income housing and urban planners, and one-on-one 
conversations with strangers, Perfect City is funded by Jerome, and 
will be presented by Crossing The Line at Abrons Arts Center in 2016. 
Made with housing activists GOLES, and Stanford Urban Planner 
Deland Chan. 

For me, it’s also a matter of, “what is a 
huge global problem (hyper-

gentrification, for instance, or a 
city’s  imminent selling-off) that a 

piece could try to solve. I think there is 
something about pushing hard 

against large problems with careful 
small acts that keeps me honest. ❜❜

❜❜

aaron  landsman



the   new york  program
runs every other academic year during fall semester

all nyc  photos 
by Shade 

Samuelson ‘17

Art 309: Art of New York
Art and Art History through the resources of New York City.  Exploration of how 

art gets made, how it reaches the public, and the process of its interpretation 
and display.   

                      

Theater 250: Theater of New York
Contemporary theater in New York including traditional and experimental work, 
American plays, plays from the international repertoire.  Attending and discuss-

ing productions.  Meeting with playwrights, actors, directors, designers, and 
producers to investigate current trends in theatrical writing, production and 

criticism.

HIST 233: History of New York
An overview of the architectural history and urban structure of New York.  Par-
ticular emphasis is given to examining the process of continuity and change in 

New York architecture from the colonial period to the twentieth century.

Dept. 444: Practicum 
Internship relating to student area of academic interest.

curriculum



working  on  something  interesting?  Drop  joyce  a  line  at  beeny@lclark.edu  

to  be  featured  in  the  summer  edition  of the  fir  acres  newsletter !

Human morality is both ambiguous and complicated; it 
cannot be con�ined to the limitations of either good or evil, 
much like the infamous character from Russian folklore, Baba 
Yaga. Often described as a hideous crone who lives deep in 
the forest, Baba Yaga is at once kind and cruel, amoral and 
maternal, helpful and hindering. In some stories, she is either 
good or evil; in others, she is a mixture of both. And there is 
always a risk that she will gobble you up.

It was this extreme polarization of faults and virtues that 

first attracted me to Baba Yaga’s stories. I sought to answer 

the following questions: How could such contradictions 

exist inside one character at once? What circumstances 

shaped Baba Yaga into who she is today? What is her rela-

tionship to the heroes and heroines of her stories? How 

does she view herself, and why? 

I began working on the show as a senior thesis project at 

Lewis & Clark. The first draft of the script was developed in 

the summer of 2014, and was essentially only a compila-

tion of three of my favorite Russian fairy tales, retold 

through Baba Yaga’s perspective. During my semester 

abroad in Moscow, I reworked the script with my ensemble 

and incorporated their feedback, as well as what I learned 

about Baba Yaga while immersed in Russian culture. 

ALUMNI

SPOTLIGHT:

SAM  REITER '15

excerpt  from 
Creator's notes
This spring, Sam Reiter ‘16 
performed her self-devised 

one-woman show, Baba Yaga, 
at Headwaters Theater 

as part of the 
2016 Fertile Ground Festival.

❜❜



FACULTY  UPDATES

Robert  Quillen  Camp is currently devel-
oping a new performance work, The 

Procedures for Saying No, with Portland 
Experimental Theatre Ensemble. The 
production will open in June at Shaking 
the Tree and be directed by our own 
Rebecca Lingafelter. This past March he 
directed Caryl Churchill's Love and 

Information on the L&C mainstage.

Michael Olich has been designing a new 
course for the Center of Entrepreneur-
ship that began enrollment this term. He 
continues his mentorship of senior 
designers and thesis festival directors.

stepan  simek led the Fall ‘15 New York 
City Program, where he and the thirteen 
students on the trip saw twenty-six 
Broadway, Off-Broadway, and 
Off-Off-Broadway productions, dance 
concerts, and an opera. He is currently on 
a year-long sabbatical during which he is 
in the process of translating Anton 
Checkov’s Uncle Vanya. 

eric  nordstrom has just �inished teach-
ing Lewis & Clark’s �irst ever Contact 
Improvisation course, wherein students 
investigated the effects of gravity, 
momentum, and weight sharing between 
bodies. He continues to teach CI classes at 
Flock in Portland, and recently performed 
at the 20th anniversary celebration of the 
Vancouver School of Arts and Academics. 
He is also in the process of creating an 
RACC-funded documentary, A Moving 

History: Portland Contemporary Dance 

Past and Present.

Rebecca Lingafelter spent the fall 
semester teaching Theatre & Society I, 
Acting I and Directing. She enjoyed 
engaging with Directing students in her 
Third Rail Repertory Theatre directorial 
debut: Will Eno's The Realistic Joneses. 
She is currently on sabbatical and will be 
pursuing two directing projects; Peter 

and the Starcatcher with Portland Play-
house, and PETE's Procedures for Saying 

No written by Visiting Assistant Professor 
Robert Camp. 

ASHTON  HULL is teaching theatre graphics 
for the �irst time and is happy to be in the 
classroom once again with a topic that 
spans both theory and practice. She is 
also working as the costume designer for 
the mainstage, Love and Information.



Joyce  Been Y. . . Administrative Coordinator

Robert  Quillen  CamP. . . Visiting Assistant Professor of Theatre

Susan  E.  Davis . . . Dance Program Head and Senior Lecturer

Ashton  Hull . . . Costume Shop Manager and Instructor

Rebecca  LingafelteR . . . Assistant Professor of Theatre

eric  nordstrom . . . Visiting Instructor of Dance

Michael  Olich . . . Associate Professor of Theatre

Matthew  Robins . . . Technical Director and Instructor

STEPAN SIMEk . .  . Professor of Theatre

Stephen Weeks . . .  Chair and Associate Professor of Theatre

Theatre  Faculty
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